
 

 

Technology Advances 

MCI is pleased to be given the opportunity to discuss our technology advances in response to 
bullet 2 of Attachment F. 

D45 CRT LE 

Announced at 2017 APTA in Atlanta Georgia, the introduction of MCI’s new D45 CRT LE was 
arguably the talk of the show. It maintains the comfort of a high floor commuter coach while 
allowing ground level access for mobility devices (e.g. wheelchairs and scooters). Please see the 
included brochure in our response to bullet 8 of Attachment E for detailed information. 

The D45 CRT will be available in both diesel and all-electric drivetrains.  

Production for D45 CRT LE is fall of 2018 for diesel and 2020 for electric. 

  



 

Drivetrain 

MCI is the only coach manufacturer in North America that offers your choice of three drive 
trains, Clean Air Diesel, Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and Hybrid (soon to be replaced with 
all electric). From an operator perspective, your drivers will appreciate the consistent look and 
feel from one coach to another with minimal, if any, special training required moving from one 
option to another. Many of our customers opt for a blend of the three in their fleet, for optimal 
performance. 

Comfort  

One of the first things your passengers will notice embarking on an MCI coach is the spiral 
staircase. First patented by MCI in 1995, this has become a hallmark distinguishing feature. 
Upon entry, the comfort of access is complemented by a ramp. Embarking via a ramp is far 
superior to additional stairs in terms of comfort and surefootedness.  

Coach Performance 

Steerable Tag 
A steerable tag axle allows your 45 foot coach a tighter turning radius as well as reduce tire 
abrasion. No action need be taken by the driver in operating a steerable tag enabled coach. Since 
the tag is never lifted, you need not be concerned of exceeding any weight related issues to axle 
overload. 
 
eFan  
Rather than belt driven cooling, MCI coaches have the option of electric cooling.  Certain 
customers prefer this option as it avoids the lengthy radiator belt and may provide slightly higher 
fuel performance based on duty cycle. 
 
Wheel End Sensing 
Patented in 2012 by MCI, this provides an additional level of comfort and safety to your 
operators and passengers. In the event of a seized bearing, causing the tire to drag, this wheel end 
sensing technology compares input with the tire pressure monitoring system and can then 
determine such an event has taken place. An alert will be sent to the driver in advance of any 
thermal related failures. 
 
3 Point Seatbelts 
In compliance with industry regulations, all MCI coaches are equipped with 3 point seat belts for 
both passengers and drivers.  
 
EPA 2017 GHG compliance 



All MCI coaches are compliant with the recently introduced EPA Green House Gas Compliance 
regulations.  
 
Buy America Compliance 
As mentioned in our response to bullet 2 of Attachment E, MCI is the longest running 
manufacturer of Buy America compliance over the road coaches. This compliance has been built 
into our manufacturing process for all of our D coaches meaning you are well positioned to 
leverage FTA funding when appropriate. 
 
Multi-Function Display 
Gone are the mechanical dials of old. MCI coaches feature the latest in multifunctional displays. 
These displays have some programming capability allowing the display to be custom suited for 
your needs. This is typically covered in the pre-production meeting with the assistance of our 
engineering department. 
 
Electronic Stability Control 
When applicable, MCI coaches feature electronic stability control  
 
360 Degree Camera 
MCI has introduced the game changing 360 degree camera system. The level of enthusiasm and 
positive response has been outstanding. The system operates by 4 external cameras and gives the 
driver a ‘birds eye view’ of the coach as if looking from above. The driver can easily see all 
obstacles and hazards within range reducing possibility of coach damage.  
 

 



 
 
 
Collision Mitigation (Wingman and Onguard) 
To assist with braking and collision avoidance, MCI offers an option for Wingman (J Coach) and 
Onguard (D coach). These systems are similar in their function and we invite Georgia to review 
the attached brochure on Wingman. 
  



[include brochure on Wingman] 
  



ZF Axle 
 
MCI has introduced its new ZF Axle which is now standard on all J Coaches. Previously, the 
axle was a single beam and absorbed road shock as a unit.  With the ZF Axle, each wheel floats 
independently providing a noticeably smoother ride. The benefits apply to your maintenance 
crew as well. They will appreciate: 

 Reduced tire wear from standard, passive rear-steer tag and automatic tag axle unload 
feature; 

 More robust conical pre-greased wheel-end bearing features a labyrinth seal designed 
fundamentally design to keep out contaminants; 

 Bearings & seals not exposed during rotor replacement reducing risk of contamination 

 More robust drive axle; 

 Fundamentally enhanced design of suspension has no ball joints for reduced wear. 
 

Other Coach Configurations 

Although not requested in the RFP documents,  review of available confirguartions for Severe 
Duty and Mining Applications may provide Georgia with additional insight to MCI’s ability for 
enhancing our coaches with technology. Please see the attached brochures describing these 
configurations. 

  



[Insert Severe Duty brochure here] 

  



Technology support 

The ubiquity of mobile computing (iPhone & Android devices) has not been lost on MCI. Your 
driver’s and operators are invited to download MCI Companion to their smart phone, giving 
them instant access to a variety of important and up to date information. This includes access to 
manuals, nearest service center, etc. 

 

 

Telematics (coming soon) 
MCI is in process of implementing telematics technology as an option for our coaches. This will 
allow faults and tell tales to be submitted back to your service center for action as appropriate.  


